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Chemist / Pharmaceutical Technologist (PhD) for Biocompatible Adhesives and/or Electrolytic Gels

Summary
Company:
Department:
Workplace:
Type of employment agreement:

Easycap GmbH
Research & Development
82237 Etterschlag, Germany
Full-time, 1 year limited

The Company / The Job
Easycap GmbH manufactures scientific EEG electrodes and respective consumables, as
electrolyte gels. Funded by an EU grant for 1 year we plan a complete new development in the
field of biocompatible adhesives and electrolytic gels and for this we search a doctoral chemist,
pharmaceutical technologist or similar with relevant prior knowledge. Special emphasis will be
given to usability aspects. After completion subsequent job offers are available.
Your Responsibilities / Job Description
This post starts Sep 1, 2017. As the EU is involved, creating reports and deliverables in due
time are therefore obligatory. Additionally and as part of the working time the EU gives courses
about industrial innovation and business management. The applicant can be of any nationality,
including german, but may not have worked for more than 12 month in the past 3 years in
Germany.
The ideal candidate is familiar with gel-composition, electrolytic conductivity, biocompatible
adhesives, aggregate states, polymer-composition, and also with new or other approaches
related to these issues.
We require a person with an innovative mind, a scientific work style, effective work speed, and
a sense for the practically relevant. Beneficial add-on's would be an understanding for
regulatory, certification, and documentation requirements, experience in patent issues, the
ability to prepare comprehensive reports.
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We offer a challenging and interesting task, which takes place in a strong context of usercentered design. You will experience how your work fills it's place within the chain from idea,
functional specification, revenue planning, theoretical and practical development (your job),
quality management, marketing, sales, support.
How to apply
Please send cover letter, CV, proof of accomplished tasks in one pdf to
falk.minow@easycap.de . The cover letter must address to what degree the applicant
complies with the above job requirements.

